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5.2
TRANS·PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT: STATE OF
PLAY

15th round, 3-'-12 December 2012, Auckland New Zealand
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s 22 1(a)(ii)

What public consultation has Australia undertaken?
The Government continues to take all available opportunities to
engage· with stakeholders and to meet with interested groups
we are always ready ~o receive written submissions
apart from regular public stakeholder consultations, DFAT's
negotiators talk: daily with stakeholders
DFAT has provided over 330 stakeholder briefmgs since
May 2011.
these interactions are very helpful in informing our approach
to the TPP negotiations.
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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5.2 .
s 22 1(a)(ii)

If raised: When will Australia. release TPP texts to the public?
Australia is committed to transparency in our ITA negotiations.
As is normal practice in trade negotiations, the parties have.
agreed to keep negotiating documents (including text)
confidential, though allowing for governmental consultation .
processes provided the documents remain confidential.
At the request of some stakelwlders, the TPP negotiating parties
agreed to release the text of a letter the parties exchanged
relating to confidentiality
the letter sets out an understanding among TPP countries on
the handling of negotiating texts and other documents
exchanged in the course of the negotiations
a model version of the letter has been made available on the'
DFAT website.
Releasing text would require the agreement of all negotiating
parties
text has no status until all parties agree to it.
Much information that goes into Australia's negotiating positions
is provided to the Government in conficl.ence for the purpose of
trade negotiations
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5.2
s 22 1(a)(ii)

Once the text is agreed between parties it will be made public and
su))ject to public and parliamentary scrutiny through a review by
the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties (JSCOT)
in accordance with the Government's treaty~making process,
the TPP will be tabled in Parliament for twenty joint sitting
days to facilitate public consultations and scrutiny by
JSCOT
the agreement will not be ratified by the Australian
. Government until this has taken place.
as part of the Joint Standing Committee review of the
proposed agreement, the Committee invites public
submissions.and takes evidence at public hearings.

If raised: Text. has been released in other trade negotiations
- such as the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade A9r~ement (ACTA) and in .
the WTO, so why won't the parties release the text in the TPP?

,

.

It has not been international practice to release negotiating text

which covers sensitive individual market access positions
market access is a key part of the TPP negotiations but was
not included in ACTA
WTO negotiating texts do not reveal individual.country
- positions
WTO texts are drafted by the Chairs of negotiating groups.
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5.2
s 22 1 (a)(ii)

If raised: Will the TPP mean Australia will be force~ to re-vistt
sensitive areas from previous FTA negotiations (e.g.
IP issues)?
S 22 1(a)(ii)
AUstralia will need to respond to requests made by negotiating
parties as they are made;
Our negotiators are aware of Australian sensitivities and will
defend them strongly in TPP negotiations
S

22 1(a)(ii)

the Government would not accept any TPP outcomes which
would Undermine the integrity of Australian healthcare
policy or constrain the Government's ability to regulate on
legitimate social, environmental or other similar important
public policy matters
[Briefing specific to !PI pharmaceuticals is provided separately
in briefing no. 5.5]
.
S

22 1(a)(ii)

Australia is pursuing strong commitments on Intellectual
Property (IP) in the TPP that appropriately balance the
interests of right holders, users and the Australian
community.
.

·If raised -Is Australia's position in the TPP seeking to prejudge .
the outcome of domestic IP reviews?

.

No. Australia would not support provisions in the TPP that
prejudged the outcomes of our own domestic reviews
nor which removed our present flexibility to respond to
domestic developments.
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5.2
Background
s 22 1(a)(ii)

c

Prepared by:
's 22 1(a)(ii)
Ext: s 22 1(a)(ii)

.,

Cleared by Branch Head:

..

Date: 12 Febl"f.!l'l!Y 2013
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND

TRADE

Free Trade Agreements: Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
s 22 1(a)(ii)

. Transparency and stakeholder consultation
If raised: When will Australia release TPP texts to the public?
• Australia is committed to transparency in our FTA negotiations..
• As is normal practice in trade negotiations; the parties have agreed to
keep negotiating documents (including text) confidential, though
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allowing for governmental consultation processes which also ensure the
documents remain confidentiaL
• Releasing text would require the agreement of all parties
- even if it was possible, it would not assist informed public debate to
release heavily bracketed negotiating texts that often include ambit
claims and remain very much works in progress
text has no status until all parties agree to it.
• Once the'text is agreed between parties it will be made public and
subject to public and parliamentary scrutiny through a review by the
Joint Standing Committee on Treaties
- the agreement will not be ratified by the Australian Government until
this has taken place
- as part of the Joint Standing Committee review of a proposed
. agreement, the Committee invites public submissions andtBkes
evidence at public hearings.
If raised: Text has been released in other trade negotiations such as the
Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) and in the WTO, so why
won't the parties release the TPP text?
• It has not been intel'llational practice to release negotiating text which
covers sensitive market access discussions
- market access is a key part of the TPP negotiations but was not
included in ACTA.
• WTO negotiating texts do not reveal individual country positions
- as negotiating positions in texts can include ambit claims and evolve
as negotiations progress, the current TPP text would not necessarily
assist public understanding of the issues under negotiation, the
dynamics of the -negotiation, nor would it give any indication of the
likely outcome.
s 22 1(a)(ii) .
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s 22 1(a)(ii)

. Copyright

• h1 the TPP negotiations, Australia supports strong imd balanced
commitments on copyright .
- that are consistent with current and emerging international standards,
and Australia's existing laws and policy settings.
If raised: Why is the Govemment locking in Australia's existing copyright'
system through the TPP?
• The Government is seeking provisions on copyright in the TPP that
retain the flexibilities we currently have
- this includes the ability to respond to domestic copyright
developmellts and modify our copyright laws.
• There is no agreed position yet on copyright, and negotiations are
ongoing;
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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522 1(a)(ii)

Public policy issues
Ifraised: Impact of the TPP on Australia's public health system
• Australia is taking a Clear position in the TPP negotiations that we will
not accept any outcome that would adversely affect the integrity of the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS), or our health system more
generally.
• Australia is conscious" of the needs of developing countries in relation to
. access to medicines.
"
5 22 1(a)(ii)
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Background
s 22 1(a)(ii)

US proposals on phannac~uticals
s 22 1(a)(ii)

TheUS
has also tabled a separate proposal in the intellectual property chapter covering
phannaceutipal patents. The proposals are part ofth~ Office of the United States Trade·
Representative's (USTR) 'Trade Enhancing Access to Medicines' initiative. USTR says
the goals of the proposals include: promoting transparency and procedural fairness in the
operation of national government health care reimbursement programs; expediting access
to innovative and generic medicines; enhancing legal certainty for manufacm.reT" of
generic medicines; and minimizing unnecessary regulatory barriers. S 33(a)(III)

Prepared By:
S

22 1(a2(ii)

Cleared By:
S

22 1(a)(ii)

Executive Officer
OTN/GlBlITS
Phone: S 22 1(a)(ii)
Edit Date:
1 February 2013 10:48:57 AM
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5.5

Intellectual Property/Pharmaceuticals

Is Australia negotiating intellectual property provisions in free
trade agreements that would affect the operation 0:£ the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS)?
No, nothlng in Australia's trade negotiations will impact on the
integrity of the PBS ..
The PBS is an: integral part ofAustralia's health system
retaining the ability to ensure access to quality, affordable
medicines for Australian consumers is a priority.
Will the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) undermine the PBS?
Australia is taking a clear position in the TPP negotiations that
we will not accept any outcome that would adversely affect the .
integrity of the PBS, or our health system more generally.
Will the TPP limit the government's ability to conduct its
recently announced review of pharmaceutical patents?
No. The TPP will not liinit the government's flexibility to
undertake its recently announced review of pharmaceutical
patents in Australia.
A US NGO has leaked US TPP proposals relating to.
pharmaceuticals and the PBS. What position is Australia taking
in relation to those proposals?
The Government is aware that documents purporting to be
leaked US TPP proposals on pharmaceutical and related issues
have been made pUblic.
As is normal practice in trade negotiations, the parties have
. agreed to keep negotiating documents (including text)
confidential, though allowing for governmental consultation
processes with stakeholders.
.
Releasing text would require the agreement of all parties
even if it was possible, it would not assist informed public
debate to release heavily bracketed negotiating texts that
often include ambit claims and remain very much works in
progress
text has no status until all parties agree to it.
The Government will not engage in a debate on the accuracy or
otherwise of so-called 'leaked text'
.
the only thing that matters is the position. the Australian.
Government is taking in the negotiations.
DFAT - DECLASSIFIED
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5.5
Is the us seeking TPP obligations on IP/pharmaceuticals that go
beyond AUSFTA?
There is no agreed position on IP between the TPP negotiating
parties, and negotiations are ongoing.
.
All countries'will of course continue to pursue their own interests
in the negotiations, but any final outcome would need to be
agreed by all eleven llegotiating parties.
Australia is supportive of an outcome on pharmaceuticals that is
consistent with our own strong and balanced IP system
and that provides flexibility in implementation.
s

22

1(a)(ii)

Background
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), intellectual property (IP) and S 22

1(a)(ii)

The IP chapter and s 22 1(a)(ii)
are
sensitive areas of the TPP negotiations and of key interest to our
stakebolders. The Government has made clear that it will not accept
provisions in the TPP which undermine our Pbarmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS) or our health system more generally.
s

22 1(a)(ii)
s 33(a)(iii), s 33(b)
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5.5
The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) describes
the goals of the proposals as including: promoting transparency and
procedural fairness; expediting access to innovative and generic
medicines; enhlillcing legal certainty for manufacturers of generic
medicines; and minimizing unnecessary regulatory ba,n:iers.s 33(a)(iii)

Review of Phannaceutical Patents in Australia
On 15 October 2012, the Australian Government launched a review of
pharmaceutical- patents. The review will analyse the pharmaceutical
extension of term-provisions of the Patents Act 1990 and whether
there is evidence that the patent system is being used to extend
-pharmaqeutical monopolies at the expense of new market entrants.
Tl).e panel is due to provide a fmal report to Government in early 2013.
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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5.5
s 22 1(a)(ii)

Cleared by Branch Head:
Elizabeth Ward, AS GIB
Mob: s 22 1(a)(ii)
Ext: 3650
Date: 31 Januazy2013

Prep_ared by:
s 22 1(a)(ii)
~.
-.
Ext: s 22 1(a)(ii)

Date: 31 Januaty 2013
Consultation:
OTN/SSB/IPS; OTN/GIB/ITS; AAD/USB/UTS .
s 22 1(a)(ii)

..
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Intellectual Property
.

~
~
~

Comprehensive chapter covering many forms of IP
Progressing steadily, significant technical work done
Several key issues still to resolve
o

~

~

.

there is no agreed position on IP and new proposals
have been tabled as recently as the last round

Seeking strong commitments on IP consistent with
our own IP regime
Will not accept any outcome that would adversely
affect the integrity of the PBS
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Trans-Paciflc Partnership Agreement
Intellectual Property Stakeholder Meetings'
14,15,16 & 19 November 2012
Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne,.Canberra

Comprehensive chapter covering many forms oflP
Proposals are under discussion on many forms of IP, inchiding trade marks,.
geographical indications, copyright and related rights, patents, trade sec!ets,
. data required for the approval of certain regulated products, IP enforcement and
genetic resources, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions.
Progressing steadily, significant technical work done
Seven,day IP meeting in LeeSburg (14th round).
Progress in the IP negotiations is steady, but slower than other chapters due to
the length of the chapter and the complex nature of the issues; technical
discussions are advancing well; we are gaining momentum with each round.
The 15th round will be in Auckland from 3-12 December
registration for stakeholder participation closes Friday 16 November
the IP group will meet for seven days in Auckland.
Provide summary of key areas to be discussed:
trademarks
geographical indications
enforcement
copyright and related rights.
Several key issues still to resolve
There are a number of key issues outstanding that will require further discussion
some of these are sensitive and are likely to need political input - we
expect these issues to be resolved during the latter stages of the
negotiations..
It is important to 'remember that the chapter has not been agreed
all parties are engaging in a negotiation process, and new text proposals
have been tabled as recently as the last round in September 2012.
Australia is working with TPP countries intersessiona:IIy to achieve as much.
progress as possible at the Auckland round.
Seeking strong commitments on IP consistent with OUI' own IP regime
lP is an integral part of international trade; strong arid balanced IP settings, here
and overseas, are important for our creative and innovative export industries,
and for attracting investment in Australia..
The 1Pf is an important opportunity fOl: us to achieve greater consistency
across the region in protecting and enforcing IP rights
which will provide more certainty for AuStralian exporters ofIP-rich
products including new technology, music, films and medicines, as well
.. as companies investing in the region
DFAT - DECLASSIFIED
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,and reduce the volume of counterfeit products imported into Australia.
The Government is aiming to develop a high-quality IP chapter that deals With
recent developments in international IP, but does not go beyond Australia's
existing domestic regime or require legislative change
we are seeking provisions that allow us to maintain the flexibilities in our
IP system, and that strike an appropriate balance between the interests of
right holders, users and the community.

Will not accept any outcome that would adversely ({/foCI the int~grity o/the PBS
The Government sees the PBS as an integral part of Australia's health system
retaiDing the ability to ensure acc~ss to affordable medicines for
Australian consumers is a priority, and the Government would not accept
an outcome in the TPP that would adversely affect the integrity of the
PBS.
.
. The Government's Trade Policy Statement also made clear that Australia will
not support provisions in trade agreements that constrain our ability to regulate
legitimately on important public policy matters such as public health.

Jfrafsed: Leaked text to date shows that the US is seeking more extensive and
prescriptive commitments on IP than those in AUSFTA. and that would require us to
change our laws. Leaked text also shows Australia presenting restrictive text on
copyright limitations and exceptions.
As is normal practice in trade negotiations, the parties have agreed to keep
negotiating documents (including text) confidential, while stilI allowing for the
necessary consultation processes with stakeholders.
Releasing text would require the agreement of all parties
even ifit was possible, it would not assist informed public debate to
releas,e heavily bracketed negotiating texts that often include ambit claims
and remain very much works in progress'
text has no status until all parties agree to it, and it can change
significantly as parties search for outcomes acceptable to everyone.
,The Government will not engage in a debate on the accuracy or otherwise of the
so-called 'leaked texf
the only thing that matters is the position the Australian Government is
. taking in the negotiations.
Australia supports strong commitments on IP consistent with our existing
domestic regime and international commitments.
We are not presenting 'restrictive text' on copyright limitations and exceptions
we would not accept an outcome in the TPP that reduces the flexibilities
we have to enact copyright limitations and exceptions.
Jfraised: Australia should be supporting developing countries to resist the TRIPSplus provisions sought by the Us, particularly on access to ciffordable medicines.
The Government understands developing countries' need fot access to
affordable medicines, including through the exceptions and flexibilities in the

2
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international IP system, for example under the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
we believe these. exceptions and flexibilities are important tc developing
countries dealing with health crises including the HIV/AIDS epidemic
and have made our views clear to other parties in the negotiations.
The Government supports each party's right to protect public health and
promote access to medicines in accordance with TRIPS and the 2001 Doha
Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health
the Government has committed to implementing domestic measures
consistent with the principles and terms of the Doha Declaration on
1RIPS aDd Public Health.
TPP countries have agreed to reflect in the text a shared commitment to the
Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health
.
Ultimately, individual countries' negotiating positions are a matter for each
government to determine.

3
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T-23 "

FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
" TRADE

"Trade: TPP: Copyright
Possible Question
What is the Government's position pn copyright in the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP)?
" .
. ,
Talkin!! Points
• In the TPP negotiati.ons, Australia SUPP.orts strong and balanced

commitments on C.oPyright
- that are consistent with cHrrent and emerging international standards,
and Australia's existing laws and P.olicy settings.
If asked: Is Australia presenting 'restrictive text' on copyright iimitations
and exceptions? .
• No. Australia supports existing copyright limitations and exceptions
. under international agreements to which we are a party
- . in the TPP we would not accept an outcome that reduces the
flexibilities we haveto enact copyright limitations
exceptions

and

- nor would we support provisions that prejudged the outcomes .of our
own domestic reviews.
• Copyright limitations and exceptions are still under negotiation
- revised proposal& .on copyright limitations and exceptions have been
tabled by different parties as recently as the last r.ound in September
201~, and Australia wjJl c.onsider carefully any such proposals.
• Australia's positions in the intellectual property chapter have been, and
contiil.ue to be, informed by a wide range .of relevant stakeholder views
and perspectives.
If asked: Is Australia supporting a 'three strikes' regime in the TPP?

• No. Australia does not support Ii three strikes regime f.or .online
copyright infringement in the TPP
- Australia is seeking provisions that are c.onsistent with our existing
laws, and that preserve our P.olicy flexibility in this area.
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Background
A number of stakeholder groups including the Australian Digital Alliance (ADA), Australian

Fair Trade and Investment Network (AFTINET), academics and members of the public have
raised concerns about Australia signing up to commitments on copyright in the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement (TPP) that go beyond Australia's domestic regime. These concerns
have been raised during TPP stakeholder consultation meetings, in ministerial
correspondence, in online blogs,twitter feeds and in the media, .
. Stakeholder concerns have been' heightened by the recent release of allegec! negotiating text
on intellectual property showing US proposals that would exceed Australia's previous
international commitments, including in AUSFTA. Australia is taking it clear position in the
intellectual property negotiations: we are not seeking provisions that go beyond Australia'S .
e)!:isting laws and policy settings.
On 3 August 2012, US-based NGO Knowledge Ecology International published leaked texts
on copyright limitations and exceptions from the intellectual property chapter. S 33(a)(iii)
_
On the basis of the leak, several media outlets
including the. Sydney Morning Herald criticised Australian for presenting restrictive text on .
iimitations and exceptions. Greens Senator Ludlam issued a press release on 7 August
claiming that the Federal Government was 'hell-bent' on locking Australia into 'a dead-end
copyright treaty',s 33(a)(iii)
Australia is a party to several international treaties, including the Berne Convention, the
Agreement on Trade~Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) and relevant
WIPO treaties, which provide for copyright limitations and exceptions. Australia 'supports
these provisions and is not proposing to reduce the capacity for copyright limitations and
exceptions (including for the diginiI environment) in the TPP. We would not accept an
outcome in the TPP that prejudged the outcome of our domestic reviews, including the
Australian Law Reform Commission's Inquiry into Copyright and the Digital Economy,
Stakeho~ders' in Auslraiia are opposed to the introductionof a 'three· strikes' regime which
would enable Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to disconnect users'accounts where they have
been identified as repeatedly using their accounts to. infringe copyright. This issue is' currently
the subject ofindustry negotiations in Australia,
. .

Prepared By:
22 1(a)(ii)
Executive Officer
OTN/SSBIIPS
Phone: S 22 1(a)(ii)
Edit Date:
24 October 2012 11:37:54 AM
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TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSlllP CONSULTATIONS
WA VISIT 29 AUGUST 2012
ELIZABETH WARD
Intellectual Property

The TPP provides an opportunity. for us to work with k!lY trading partners in the
region to develop effective and balanced IF standards that are in line with our
own.

..

The government is negotiating IF provisions that are consis.tent with current and
emerging international standards, and our existing laws and policy settings
we are seeking commitments that support our innovative and creative
industries and maintain ail appropriate balance betWeen the interests of
right holders, users, and the Australian corinnunity
it is important for us to retain the fl,exibilities we currently have (e.g. ill
relation to copyright limitations and exceptions), including for future IF
reform in Australia (such as the outcome.ofthe ALRC inquiry).
The TPP negotiations involve nine countries with different IP systems,
international commitments and objectives
we are working through these differences to develop an effective and
balanced chapter that is appropriate for the region.
We are engaging in a comprehensive consultation process to ensure Anstralia's
positions in the IF chapter are infonned by a wide range of relevant stakeholder
views and perspectives.
.

s 22 1 (a)(ii)

. Backgrollnd

Australia supports a comprehensive, high quality TPP that reflects the basic structure
of the WTO Agreements, including TRIPS. Commitments on IP are important for
Australia'S innovative and creative. exporters who have real commercial interests in
accessible, transparent and strong IP protection and enforcement in our major trading
partners. Australian consumers benefit through more access to legitimate products in
the region. TPP countries have agreed to reinforce and develop existing TRIPS rights
and obligations to ensure an effective and balanced approach to IF among the TPP
countries.
.
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TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP CONSULTATIONS
WA VISIT 29 AUGUST 2012
EUZABElH WARD
At the 14th round in Leesburg USA the IP group will discuss general provisions, trade
.marks, geographical indications,. copyright and related rights and cooperation. There
is still a way to go in the IP negotiations..
s 22 1 (a)(ii)

.. .
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I IX h(&COtttIDEhW
Meeting with public health NGOs August 2012 - Attachment A
TalIdng pOints

The Australian Government is taking a clear position in the Trans-Pacific"
Partnership (TPP) negotiations that we will not accept an outcome that would
adversely affect the integrity of the phannaceuticaJ benefits"scheme (PBS) or
our health system more generally.
.
In the intellectual property negotiations, we are seeking an appropriate balance
which encourages the development of new, innovative drugs
- . and ensures access to affordable medicines, including generics.
Australia is conscious of the needs of developing countries in the TPP iu
relation to access to medicines
"
AusAID provides regular input on the potential impact of TPP proposals
on TPP developing countries and Australia's aid' program
Australian trade policy officials meet with TPP developing countries, as
required, to discuss text proposals and provide assistance regarding the
implementation of their trade commitments.
Australia is working to negotiate a TPP that supports each party's right to
protect public health and promote access to medicines in accordance with the'
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) and the·
2001 Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health.
Ultimately each party must decide its own position in the negotiations.

Ifasked about TRIPS-plus provisions or an AUSFTA equivalent outcome:
The Government would naturil1ly be concerned about prop'osals that delayed the
introduction of generic medicines, or increased the cost of medicines, for
developing countries in the region
this could make it harder for developing countries to access necessary
treatment
.
and limit the current reach of Australia's aid expenditure on medicines
" and vaccines.

Ifasked about the leaked US proposals (hlCluding the so-called> 'access window 1:
As is normal practice in trade negotiations, the parties have agreed to keep
negotiating documents (including text) confidential, while still allowing for the
necessary consultation processes with stakeholders
even ifit was possible, it would not assist informed public debate to
release heavily bracketed negotiating texts that often include ambit claims
and remain very much works in progress
text has no status until all parties agree to it, and it. can change
significantly as parties search for outcomes acceptable to everyone.
There has been a lot of public commentary on so-called 'leaked text' of US
proposals on jJhannaceuticals.
The Government will not engage in a debate on the accuracy or otherwise of the
so-called 'leaked text'
>

1
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Australia is taking a clear position on these issues in the TPP and the only
thing that matters is the position the Australian Government is taking in
the negotiations.

If asked about enforcement proviskms on the seizure ofgeneric med#cines:
We are not considering any provisions in the TPP that wonld change our current
policies on generic medicines, or limit the availability of generic medicines in
Australia.
s 22 1(a)(ii)

2
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Background .

Correspondencefi'om coalition a/public health NGGs
A coalition of Australian and international public health NGOs wrote to you on
17 July 2012' seeking an assurance that AustJ:aJia would support proposals in the
Trans-Pacific Partnership ,(TPP) that 'provide maximum flexibility to developingcou~tries' in preserving access to medicines for their populations, The coalition of
NGOs includes M&lecins Sans. Frontieres Australia (MSF), the Public Health
Asso(liation of Australia (PHAA) and the Australian Fair Trade arid Investment
Network (AFTlNBT). In their letter, the NGos refer to so-called 'leaked text' of US
proposals on phannaceuticals and intellectual property, s 22 1(a)(ii)
and claIms that these proposals would reduce access to
affordable medicines for developing countries.
An earlier letter from the NGOs to the Prime Minister on 27 February 2012 claimed
that US proposals threatened to (i) undermine access to medicines by delaying
production of generic medicines and increasing costs to health systems and (ii) place
greater restrictions on govermnents'to regulate tlre price of medicines.
Background to the US proposals on pharmaceuticals
s 22 1(a)(ii)
On 12 September 2011 the US tabled a detailed additional
proposal covering pharmaceutical provisions as part of a new 'Trade Enhancing
Access to Medicines' initiative. s 33(a)(iii), s 33(b)
822 1(a)(ii)

8 33(a)(iii). 8 33(b)

The proposals were last discussed at the 11th round in March 2012,8 33(a)(iii), 833(b)
8 33(a)(iii), 833(b)

3
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Developl11ent concerns with US proposals
AusAID is concerned that the US proposals may increase the cost of medicines, and
delay the introduction of generic medicines, for developing countries in the region.
AusAID works through the Global Fund to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria; the.
GAVI Alliance, NGOs and other multilateral organisations, to ensure that life-saving
medicines reach people in developing countries in the region. These organisations
often use generic medicines as they are commonly much more affordable than
patented products. Several NGOs have raised concerns with AusAID about the need
to ensure access to affordable medicines.
.
Access window in leaked US proposal
The NGOs urge Australia to reject the so-called 'access window'.8 33(a)(iii)', 833(b)

822 1(a)(ii)

:)
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s 22 1(a)(ii)
TPP Briefing for

Meeting with PhRMA and BIO - July 2012

What is. the Australian Government's position on health issues in the TPP?
The Australian Government would favourably consider proposals hi the TPP that promote
access to quality, affordable medicines In the TPP region.
The·Australian Government's Trade Policy Statement, released in April 2011, made dear that
Australia will not support provisions in trade agreements that constrain our ability to
regulate legitimately on public policy matters, such as health.
Would the Australian Government agree to provisions that impact the PBS?
The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) is an integral part of Australia's health system
and· the ability to ensure access to quality, affordable medicines for Australian
consumers is a priority.
The Australian Government would not accept an outcome in the TPP that would adversely
affect the Integrity ofthe PBS, limit the availability of generic drugs, or compromise
Australia's health system more generally.
Proposed US text an pharmaceutical patents
Australia provides strong and balanced IP protection for pharmaceuticals..
. We support the stated US objectives (in the Trade Enhancing Access to Medicines White
Paper), of reducing barriers to trade, promoting transparency and procedural fairness and.
expediting accesS to both innovative and generic medicines.
However, the current us proposal on pharmaceutical patents raises significant concerns for
Australia
we are not convinced that provisionss 33(a)(iii), s 33(b)
would result in benefits to Australia and the TPP region
we have seen no·evidence to support this proposition
to the contrary, our research suggeststhat such changes would likely result in
costs to the Australian government and consumers, as well as the region
and delays in genericdrugs reaching the market.
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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s 22 1(a)0i)

Possible "development" impact of the US proposals
The Australian government, and our stakehoiders, are also concerned that the US proposals'
may increase the cost of medicines, and delay the introduction of generic medicines, for
developing countries ill the region
.
this.could make it harder for the poorest in developing countries to access necessary
treatment
and iimit the current reach of Australia's aid expenditure on medicines and vaccines.
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ROUNDTABLE ON HEALTH ISSUES AND THE TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
26 July 2012
Item 1: Welcome and Introductions
We are pleased to welcome the US delegation to Canberra, led by Joseph Damond,
Senior Vice President, Biotechnology Inqustry Association (BIO), and Richard
Kjeldgaard, Association Vice President (IP), Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) to discuss health Issues and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement. The delegation also includes industry particlpants:
David (OJ) Wolff, C&M International (advisor to BIO and PhRMA)
Dr Brendan Shaw, Chief Executive, Medicines Australia
Donna Edman, Executive Director, Public Affairs, Medicines Australia
Lorraine Chiroiu, ~ommunications, Media and Policy Manager, AusBiotech Ltd.
I understand BID and PhRMA are visiting Australia to share their perspectives on
blopharmaceutical issues in the TPP (including challenges to innovation and the role of
IP) and to discuss the US proposals s 33(a)(iii), s 33(b)
s 33(a)(iii). s 33(b)

We welcome your visit, which is very timely
as you are aware, the current US proposals raise SQme majQr concerns fQr
Australia
and are the focus of significant stakeholder interest
. our main concerns are that the proposals s 33(a)(iii)
and would alterfinely balanced elements of
our PBS
and it is not elearto us how the proposals are in Australia's overall
interests, and the broader interests of the region.
We are particularly interested to hearyourviews on how the matters covered by the
us proposals would promote access to quality, affordable medicines in the TPP region.
We would like to Use some of Qur time today to provide Information.on the
government's perspectives on these issues and the TPP, and welcome any questions .
you have for us. The Australian agencies participating today are the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Australian Agericy:for International Development
(AusAID), the Departments of Health and Ageing, and Industry, Innovation, Science,
Research and Tertiary·Educatiori, and IP Australia.
The agenda for today provides a simple framework for the discussion:
1.
Welcome and introductions
2.
Industry representatives' perspectives on health Issues and the TPP
3_
Comments from government representatives and general qiscusslon
4.
Closing remarks
I again welcome you to Canberra and hope this roundtable provides some helpful
insights for all of us.
1
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Political brief

What is the AustralIan Government's position on health issues in the TPP?
The Australian Government would favourably consider proposals in the TPP that
promote access to quality, affordable medicines in the TPP region.
The Australian Government's Trade Policy Statement, released In April 2011, made
clear that Australia will not support provisions in trade agreements that constrain our
ability to regulate legitimately on public policy matters, such a~ health.

Would the Australian Government agree to provisions that impact the PBS?
The Pharmaceuticai Benefits Scheme (PBS) is an integral part of Australia's health
system
and the ability to ensure access to quality, affordable medicines for Australian
consumers is a priority.
The Australian Government would not accept an outcome in the TPP that would
a,dversely affect the integrity of the PBS, IImitthe .availability of generic drugs, or
compromise Australia's health system more generally.

Proposed US text on pharmaceutical patents
Australia provides strong and balanced IP protection for pharmaceuticals.
We support the stated US objectives (in the Trade..Enhancing Access to MediCines
White Paper), of reducing barriers to trade, promoting transparency and procedural
fairness and expedIting access to both innovative and generic medicines.
However, the current US proposal on jJharmaceutical patents raises significant
concerns for Australia
. .
we are not convinced that provisions s 33(a)(iii)
would result in benefits to Australia and the
TPP regIon
We have seen no evidence to support this proposition
to the contrary, our research suggests that such changes would likely
result In costs to the Australian government and consumers, as well as
. the region
and delays in generic drugs reaching the market.
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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s 22 1(a)(ii)

Possible "development" impact a/the us proposals
The Australian government, and our stakeholders, are also concerned that the US
proposals may increase the cost of medicines, and delay the introduction of generic
medicines, for developing countries in the region
. this couid make it harder for the poorest in developing countries to access
necessary treatment
and limit the current reach of Australia's aid expenditure on medicines and
vaccines.
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Australia's concerns.wlth the US proposed text on pharmaceutical patents
State of play
S 33(a)(iii), S 33(b)

In a blog posted on 20 JulV 2012, USTR Ambassador Ron Kirk stated 'we have. heard a
great deal of feedback on our early proposals - including on the treatment of lesserdeveloped countries, such as Vietnam - and are carefully reflecting upon that
feedback. We want to get the balance right and to work with the public and with our
trading partners to get there. This process will take some time and, as we work over
the course of the next several months, we will be very interested in additional input'.
S

33(a)(iii), S 33(b)
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s 33(a)(iii), s 33(b)

s 22 1 (a)(ii)
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Background

Intellectual Property, s 22 1(a)(iil
The TPP Inteliec.tual Property (lP) Chapter and s 22 1(a)(ii)
are sensitive
areas of tlie negotiations and of key interest to our stakehol~ers. The Government has
made clear that it will not accept provisions in the TPP that adversely affect the integrity of
the PBS, limitthe availability of generic drugs, or compromise Australia's health system.
s 22 1(a)(ii)
On 12 September the.
US tabled a s 33(a)(iii), s 33(b) proposal for discussions by the TPP IP group covering
pharmaceutical provisions as part of a new 'Trade Enhancing Access to Medicines' initiative.
The USTR describes the goals of the proposal as promoting transparency and procedural
fairness In the operation of national government health care reimbursement progra'ms,
promoting access to medicines, eliminating tariffs on medicines and curbinll the trade in
counterfeit medicines. s 33(a)(iii)

Australian stakeholder response
A number of stakeholders, including the Australian Fair Trade· and Investment Network
(AFTINET) and the Public Health Association of Australia, have raised concerns aboutthe US
proposals on pharmaceuticals and s 22 1(a)(ii). ·A letter sent to the Prime. Minister on 27
February 2012, on behalf of these and other health organisations, stated that the proposals
threaten to (i) undermine access to medicines by delaying production of generic medicines, .
adding to the costs ofthe PBS and (i1) place greater restrictions on the rights of governments
to regulate the price of medicines through schemes like the PBS. Asubsequent letterto
Dr Emerson, dated 17 July 2012, seeks an assurance that Australia will support proposals in
the TPP to 'provide maximum flexibility to developing countries In preserving access to
medicines for their populations',
s 22 1(a)(ii)
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Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
Intellectual Property Stakeholder Meeting
Thursday 24 May 9.30am-ll.30am
Treaties Room, DFAT, Canberra

Agenda
Welcome and introductions
Update on IP negotiations from the 12'h round, Dallas
Overview ofIP schedule for the 13th round, San Diego
. Other issues
-

US proposal relating to pharmaceuticals

Future TPP IP Stakeholder Meetings
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Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
Intellectual Property Stakeholder Meeting
Thursday 24 May 9.30am-U.30am
. Treaties Room, DFAT, Canberra
Update on IP negotiations from the 12th round; Dallas
Seven day IP meeting in DaUas.
Progress in the IP chapter is good but slower than other chapters
- text comprehensive, long, covers complex, sensitive, technical issues.
Several Parties attributed positions on text, which allowed the group to narrow
and isolate differences, identify consensus language.
Provide summary of key areas discussed:
enforcement
- patents
- traditional knowledge, traditional cultUral expressions and genetic
resources.
We are analysing all proposals closely, and working with relevant government
agencies including IP Australia, Health, Innovation, AusAID, AGD, Customs,
Environment
The Government is aiming to develop a high-quality IP chapter that deals with
recent developments in international IP, but does not go beyond Australia's
existing domestic regime or require legislative change
- we are seeking provisions that allow us to maintain the flexibilities in
our IP system, and that strike an appropriate balance between the
interests of right holders, users and the community.
. Overview ufIP schedule for the 13th round, San Diego

Dates for 13th round in San Diego: 2-10 July 2012.
Formal stakeholder consultations: Monday 2 July.
Provide summary of key areas to be discussed:
copyright and related rights
.
general provisions
cooperation
(not pharmaceuticals).
Other issues
US proposal relating to pharmaceuticals
The IP group .discussed the US proposal o~ pharmaceuticals at the 11th. round
in March 2012, and all delegations put forward vieWs on the proposal
Australia raised concerns about the potential impact on generic entry
and likelihood for delayed access to affordable medicines.
We are analysing the proposal closely, and working with relevant government .
agencies including IP Australia, Health, Innovation, AusAID.
The Government sees the PBS as an integral part of AustraIia's health system
DFAT - DECLASSIFIED
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-

retaining the ability to ensure access to quality, affordable medicines
for Austra!ian consumers is apriority. The Government would not
accept an outcome in the TPP that would adversely affect the integrity
of the PBS.
The Government's Trade Policy Statement also made clear that Australia will
not support provisions in trade agreements that constrain our apility to regulate
legitimately on important public policy matters such as public health.
We are conscious of the needs of developing countries in the TPP in relation
to access to medicines.
We are working to negotiate a TPP that supports each party's right to protect
public health and promote access to medicines, in accordance with TRIPS and
the 2001 Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health.
tJ1tim!ltely each party must deCide its oWn position in the negotiations..
Future TPP IP Stakeholder Meetings

Further stakeholder consultation to be held within six months
- likely to be Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane.
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TPP IP Chapter
Stakehoider Talking Points
February 2012
,

,

q raised: Wllat positioll ;s Australia takillg 011 illtellectual property ill the TPP?
Weare aiming to develop a high-qualitY Intellectual Property chap~er that deals
with developments in international IP since TRIPS, but does not go beyond
Australia's existing domestic regime or require legislative change
s 33(a)(iii)

q ra;~ed: What is the current status of tI,e IP IlegotiatiolZS?
Progress has been slow, but extensive bracketing has been undertaken and we
hope that we can now move ahead in negotiations
"
although we anticipate that there will be several areas of the text that will
be difficult to reconcile.
It is important to remember that the Chapter has not been agreed
all parties are engaging in a negotiation process
.
it is not a given that any particular piece oftext currently on the
table will be included in the final agreement
.
ql'Uised: Leaked text to date sllows dlat the US is seekillg more extellsive alld
prescriptive commitmellts 011 IP tha" dIOse ill A USFTA, 11IId that would require us
to clIal1ge our laws, These il1clude copyright (term based 011 periods otller tlza" life
of tile allthor), ellforcemellt (statutory alld triple damages, coverage ofiII-trailsit
merchalldise), alld a requirenlellt to allow patel1ts for sllrgical, therapelltic Ulld
diagllostic metlzods for dIe treatmel/t of lIumalls or al/imals.
We can't comment on allegedly leaked text, however Australia supports the
development ofa comprehensive, high-standard lP chapter in the TPP.
s 33(a)(iii)

qraised: qtl,e US gets it way in the IP chapter, tlte pricillg ofplzarmacellticais. and
tI,e cost of the PBS wiU escalate Imgel,y.
The Government sees the PBS as an integral part of Australia's health system
retaining the ability to ensure access to quality, affordable medicines for'
Australian consumers is a priority. The Goveinment would not accept an '
outcome in the TPP that would adversely affect the integrity of the PBS.
The Government's Trade Policy Statementalso made clear that Australia will
not support provisions in trade agreements that constrain our ability to regulate
legitimately on important public policy matters such as public health.
qraised: Australia must ensure tllat odler lIegotiatillg parties are not bOllnd by IP
provisiolZS suclz as tllOse proposed by tlte US. For example, US proposals 011 IP alld
patents would Ilave a signi/icallt alld detrimelltalimpact 011 timel,y access to
affordable medicilles ill Vielllam.
We have explained to all negotiating partners our stance'on these issues, but ,
individual countries' negotiating positions are a matter for each government to
detennine.
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TPP: Talking pOints on Pharmaceuticals and Copyright
Meeting with AFTINET
Pharmaceuticals
Our negotiators are working with relevant experts, stakeholders
and other parties in the negotiations to develop robust and
balanced positions on pharmaceuticals in the TPP.
Australiais taking a clear position in the TPP negotiations that
we will not accept any outcome that would adversely affect the
integrity of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS), or our
health syst= more generally.
Australia is conscious of the needs of developing countries in
relation to 'access to medicines.
All countries will of course continue to pursue their own interests
in the negotiations, but any final outcome would need to be
agreed by all eleven negotiating parties.

Copyright
In the TPP negotiations, Australia supports strong and balanced
commitments on copyright
,
that are consistent with Austrruia's existing IP laws and
policy settings
'
and that retain the flexibilities we currently have to respo'nd
to domestic c;levelopments in IP.
There is no agreed position yet on copyright, and negotiations are
ongoing.
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Talking points for nirOOtor. NSWSO - Speech to AmCham on Intellectual Property
s 22 1(a)(ii)
in the Trans-Pacific Partnership

Intellectual Property
•
•
•

•

•

The TPP IP chapter is ambitious and wide ranging. Progress is being made at
every round and we are looking forward to moving 1he negotiations towards
completion this year.
In the TPP Australia is seeking strong and balanced commitments on IP that:
ci _ are in line with our own strong and balanced IP laws, arid .
o are consistent with current and emerging intemational standards:
Australia already has IP commitments with a number of TPP parties through
FTAs and other agreements including under the WTO and WIPO
o we consider many of these standards to be-international best practice
and would like to see them reflected in the" TPP
o but, we recognise some of these are not appropriate for the TPP
• and we are workiog through these areas with the other parties.
-It is an important time for IP in Austra1ia
o many domestic IP reviews are underway includiog on copyright and
the online enviromnent, and on pharmaceutical patents and the patent
system
• -these reviews have a beariog on Australia's position in the TPP
negotiations,
The challenge for our negotiators is achieving flexible outcomes that provide
policy space to address emergiog IP issues
_0
while ensuring effective arid transparent standards so we can tackle the challenges we face in the region. -

s 33(a)(iii)
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If raised, how is Australia managing the IP negotiations with so many domestic IP
reviews?
• _We are closely monitoring these reviews
o the government agencies overseeing them - IP Australia and the
Attoriley-General's Department - are actively involved in the TPP
negotiations and provide us with regular updates on the status of reviews
o we are also consulting with other stakeholders with an interest in these
- matters, including government agencies, industry arid interest groups
and members of the public.
• In the negotiations, we are taking positions to give us flexibility. What this
means depends on the issue and what is being negotiated
o it is important to remember that the need for 'flexibility' inust be
balanced with the goal of effective and transparent commitments on IP
• this is vital if'we are to achieve greater certainty and
opportunities for IP exporters and importers in the region.
s 22 1(a)(ii)

If raised, will Australia support strong provisions on pharmaceutical patents in the
TPP, like in AUSFTA?
• This is an important and sensitive area for all parties, including Australia, and
we are working with relevant agencies, stakeholders and -international partners
to develop our position.
• Australia is seeking an outcome on pharmaceutical patents that is consistent
with our strong and balanced system
o and that provides flexibility in implementation.
• We are seeking an outcome in TPP:
o that balances the promotion ofinnovation and new innovative
medicines on one hand, and the need for access to iruormation and
follow-on entry on the other
o -that ensures reliable access to affordable medicines for our consumers
o that recognises the different levels of development ofTPP countries,
and
_
o that facilitates regional coherence.
• All countries will of course continue to pursue their own interests in the
negotiations, but any final outcome would need to be agreed by all parties.
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If raised, will Australia agree to more than five years data exclusivity (or protection) .
for biologics in TPP?
• Australia currently provides five years dati exclusivity for biologics.
• The question of data exclusivity is currently under consideration in the review
of J>harmaceutical Patents in Australia launched by the Government in
October 2012
o we are not seeking to drive changes to our domestic regime in the TPP
o and would support an outcome in this area that retains our present
fiexibility.
Background on IP reviews
Several major IP reviews are underway in Australia, including an ALRC inquiry into
Copyright and the Digital Economy (due to report November 2013) and the
IP Australia I Cornmittee (Tony Harris, Dianne Nicol, Nicholas Gruen) review of
Pharmaceutical Patents in Australia (due to report around Apri12013).
The ALRC is considering whether exceptions and statutory licences in the Copyright
Act 196tf are adequate and appropriate in the digital environment and ~hether further

exceptions should be recommended. Copyright exceptions provide a balance between
the interests of right holders and the larger pnblic interest in permitting uses of
copyright works in pa¢cular cases without having to obtain the authorisation of the
owner of the copyright. Australia provides copyright exceptions for a Wide range of
uses including education, libraries and archives, goveinment functions, assisting
people with disabilities, fair dealings for specified purposes as well as for radio and
television broadcasting. In TPP, some Australian stakeholders have raised concerns
that restrictive provisions on copyright exceptions would limit the ALRC's ability to
make recommendations for reform:
The pharmaceutical patent review is analysing the pharmaceutical extension of term
provisions of the Patents Act 1990 and whether there is· evidence that the patent
system is being used to extend pharmaceutical monopolies at the expense of new
market entrants. In TPP, some Australian stakeholders have said that Australia's
approach on pharmaceutical patents needs to be consistent with the review and its
recommendations. Many stakeholders are strongly against AUSFTA-plus provisions.
Our pharmaceutical industry body, Medicines Australia, supports AUSFTAconsistent provisions butis not pushing for an AUSFTA-plus outcome, other than on
data exclusivity for biologic drugs. A biologic drug is a 'large molecule' drug created
by biologic processes, rather than being chemically synthesized. Examples are
.
vaccines, blood and gene therapy. Data exclusivity refers to protection granted 10 the
originator of a drug for the data used to develop the drug. The right is granted under
the regulatory (also known as 'marketing') approval process and is separate from
patent rights. The protected data is the data submitted to the regulatory agency to
prove the safety and efficacy of a new drug (e.g. cliulcal data). Data protection
prevents generic drug lI\anufacturers from accessing the originator's data for their
own applications (without consent) until after the protection has expired. In return,
generic manufilcturers can rely on the originator's data in seeking regulatory approval.
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